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C_TAW12_731 Practice Test
ERPPrep.com’s C_TAW12_731 PDF is a comprehensive compilation of questions and
answers that have been developed by our team of SAP ABAP 7.31 experts and
experienced professionals. To prepare for the actual exam, all you need is to study
the content of this exam questions. You can identify the weak area with our premium
C_TAW12_731 practice exams and help you to provide more focus on each syllabus
topic covered. This method will help you to boost your confidence to pass the SAP
ABAP 7.31 certification with a better score.

C_TAW12_731 Questions and Answers Set
Question 1
What process is used to establish the automatic transport of data between the view
controller's context-attributes and the UI element in its layout?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) Context mapping
b) Data migration
c) Data binding
d) View assembly
Answer: c
Question 2
Which steps are needed when implementing the singleton concept for class
instantiation with minimum coding?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a) Define the instantiation of the class as private.
b) Create an instance of the class in a static constructor.
c) Define the class as abstract.
d) Save the instance of the class in a static attribute.
e) Create an event that returns the instance of the class.
Answer: a, d
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Question 3
You want to check the user input in the field FIELD_NAME on a classical screen. If
an incorrect value is entered, the user should be able to correct the field value.
How do you call the module CHECK_MODULE in the PAI of the screen to accomplish
this?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) FIELD fieldname MODULE check module.
b) FIELD fieldname MODULE check module MESSAGE Ennn.
c) CHAIN. MODULE check module FIELD fieldname. ENDCHAIN.
d) MODULE check module ON ERROR.
Answer: a
Question 4
Which of the following ABAP standard types are numeric?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a) D
b) F
c) I
d) P
e) N
Answer: b, c, d
Question 5
Which of the following enhancement options does not require any preparation from
SAP?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) New BAdIs
b) Explicit enhancement point
c) Explicit enhancement sections
d) Implicit enhancement point
Answer: d
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Question 6
Which prerequisites must be fulfilled before a repository object can be transported?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a) An inactive version of the repository object must exist.
b) A transport layer must be assigned to the package.
c) An application component must be assigned to the repository object.
d) The repository object must be assigned to a change request.
e) The repository object must be assigned to a package.
Answer: b, d
Question 7
In addition to the primary key of an internal table, how many secondary indexes
can you define for an internal table?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) 15
b) 0
c) 1
d) 10
Answer: a
Question 8
Which of the following interface technologies are available in SAP systems?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a) OLE
b) Ethernet
c) HTTP
d) RFC
e) ODBC
Answer: a, c, d
Question 9
What will happen at runtime when accessing a buffered table?
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Please choose the correct answer.
a) All SELECT statements will read data from the buffer.
b) If data is read from the table buffer, the existing indexes are not used.
c) Following an update to a buffered record, all table buffers in the
System will be updated.
d) If table data is read using indexes, the table buffer will not be filled.
Answer: b
Question 10
Why should you bundle database updates in your dialog programs?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) To process the SAP LUW within the database LUW to ensure data consistency
b) To be able to rollback database changes performed in the same dialog step
c) To avoid database locks set by an SQL statement that persists until the end of
the program
d) To allow you to use SAP locks to ensure data consistency
Answer: a
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